As you are probably aware, we stock several safety and maintenance items for keeping you stove
and flue system in tip top condition, so your customers can enjoy the warmth and benefits of their
appliance for years to come. We have been asked by several customers if we could box all of the
best selling items together and sell as a kit, we listened, so we are pleased to announce the launch of
the ‘Stove and Flue Safety/Maintenance Kit’.
All the items are contained within a durable plastic bucket, with sealed lid, so easy to store and
transport.
The items within the kit are;

Moisture Meter
Flue & Stove Top Thermometer
Chimney Cleaning Log
Fire Lighters (tub of 100)
Fire Blanket
CO Alarm
Matt Black Stove Paint

Moisture Meter – battery powered, hand held probe style meter. This handy little gadget will allow
your customers to know that the wood they are burning is not moist. (Burning ‘wet’ wood will
damage the appliance and flue, creating acidic tar and creosote deposits within the flue and
rendering the warranty invalid). We have had great feedback on these items, with one supplier using
it to prove to his wood supplier that the ‘seasoned’ wood they were supplying him was far from
seasoned.
Flue & Stove Top Thermometer – magnetically affixed to vitreous enamel, or strap fixed to single
wall stainless steel this thermometer gives your customer the flue gas temperature. Without this
item it is impossible to ascertain the temperatures, and again these have a big impact on the
customer. Burn with too low flue gas temperatures and the flue gases condensate to again deposit
tar onto the flue, burn too hot and the heat from the fuel becomes wasted energy and costs more to
run. The enamelled finish looks neat and tidy, and the lettering is 19 carat gold.
Chimney Cleaning Log – a simple little log which your customer burns a few weeks before the
chimney sweep arrives to clean the flue. This gives it time to work its magic and turns most of the
sticky tar deposits within the flue into crusty flakes which then brush off with ease. (The use of a
Chimney Cleaning Log does not affect the warranty).
Fire Lighters – if your customers are fed up with getting messy hands from scrunching up old
newspapers to light a fire here is the answer. Each fire lighter is sealed in its own plastic sachet,
which is burnt as one. (The insignificant amount of plastic will not affect the flue warranty). As each
sachet is sealed they do not smell or make any mess which is a problem with traditional fire lighters.
These burn for around 5 minutes so catching the kindling alight. Also ideal for starting your summer
Bar-B-Q.
Fire Blanket – should the stove, or open fire need to be extinguished as your customer suddenly
needs to go out, or because things have simply become too hot, this 1.2m square fire blanket is just
the job. Obviously it can also be used for other household fires which could occur.

CO Alarm – Document J of the Building Regulations, (dated October 2010), suggests that a carbon
monoxide alarm is installed for each wood and solid fuel appliance. The CO9X has a 7 year sealed
battery life and emits an alarm when the CO parts per million reach a dangerous level. Purchase this
year and it will not need replacing until after the 2012 London Olympics, the 2014 Brazil World Cup,
the 2014 Glasgow Commonwealth Games and the 2016 Olympic games!
Matt Black Stove Paint – in time some stoves start to look a little be tired. This aerosol spray can
spruce up the appliance and make it look as good as new again. Heat resistant to 650 degrees Celsius
it can also be used to paint single wall stainless steel flue pipes to match the appliance.
As you will notice the kit label has a handy space for you, the retailer to put your contact details so
the customers keep returning to you for replacement items, all of which you can purchase from us
on a next day delivery service.
We believe that this will become an easy ‘add on’ sales to retail shops, and ensure that customers
have all the safety and maintenance items in one easy place.
These kits will be available from mid August 2010 and represent significant savings against buying
each item separately.

